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    Paint with confidence

    
  Painting is to create, to have fun, to transform. With high-quality paint that is reliable and simple to use, it’s a wall-to-wall success!



    
  
          See our paints
       

  



  
    
      	
            
              
              
                Celestia®


                
  Discover Celestia, with its soft, natural feel and ultra-durable performance derived from years of handcrafted experience. It is the paint of choice for today's top artists and architects - luxury at its finest!
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                Pure Life®


                
  Your home is your sanctuary, and you deserve a quality paint that enhances its beauty. Developed to give you exceptional results every time, Vie Pure will not only transform your home, it will protect it.
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                Fresh™


                
  Benefit from Denalt’s technical expertise in this professional interior paint that respects the environment... and your budget!
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                                    Bring your new decor to life


                          
  Choosing a colour isn’t always easy, so we designed the Denalt Studio to help. With just a few clicks, you'll find the perfect shade for every room in your home!
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        Whatever your project, we’ll 

make it a success!
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                              Proudly Made 

in Canada


                              
  What would you say to 100% Canadian, exceptional quality paint made in Montreal? Yes, please! Denalt firmly believes in the development of local products made here, for people who live here.
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                                  Available at your nearest hardware store!
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